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ABOUT EAT LOVE SAVOR™ ™ Magazine
Discover an inspiring world of luxury goods, services and experiences
EAT LOVE SAVOR™ magazine was created to elegantly honor luxury and help readers experience and
enhance lifestyle to the fullest. Our goal was to bring our recognized magazine to readers, combining
technology and the top experts in the industry to advance tastes and contribute new knowledge and culture,
heritage, history, and refinement. Whether reaching hundreds of thousands over social media or producing
article so timelessly powerful that they are still being enjoyed years after publishing, we have developed strong
relationships with readers and have assisted in their appreciation and attainment of a meaningful, lasting, and
sophisticated lifestyle.
A top Luxury Lifestyle magazine and Global Best Site for Luxury, EAT LOVE SAVOR™ is a trusted source for
luxury lifestyle inspiration with a feminine touch. An ad-free oasis where Luxury is a State of Mind, a
magazine for readers with sophisticated tastes for classic, timeless style, modern elegance, and a curated
selection to satisfy their desire for discerning luxuries, small through grand. Our high quality editorials written
by a global team of luxury experts, delves behind the scenes to discover the inspirations, stories, viewpoints,
emotions, and techniques responsible for creating powerful experiences beyond the aspects of possession.

Editorial Mandate and Vision
Beyond the design of the magazine itself included how the content was handled, we were not a print
magazine that went digital, we were created to be 100% digital and launched across social media; never
newsstand print to the masses and our laser focused means of distributing and promoting our content, reaching
our readers and promoting our advertisers. We have a keen eye on under the radar brands. We are considered
a best-kept secret! EAT LOVE SAVOR™ ’s brand also extends beyond the online space into its own luxury
goods, services and experiences. Online By Design: We are by design made specifically for the web. The first
month post launch, our traffic increased 1400%. EAT LOVE SAVOR™ was launched on Twitter; across our
social media channels, we have over 59,400K followers. We also have over 7-years of hands-on, strategically
minded social media and digital luxury marketing experience. Our founder and managing director has over 24
years experience with computers, and was an early adopter of the internet and blogging.

Our Mission
Amid a vast sea of luxury lies a peaceful place beyond the act of purchasing that focuses on the experience, a
place where beauty, appreciation and connoisseurship reins supreme. EAT LOVE SAVOR™ is a relaxing,
uplifting, intellectual, distraction-free, inviting space to explore and discover; a place to tantalize your senses,
a place to ‘think and be luxurious’. “Luxury” is about much more than expensive things. It is about
appreciation, the experience and time. Luxury is a state of mind and a lifestyle choice. With an international
network of editors, partners and luxury expert contributors published in distinguished publications such as
Christie’s, Forbes, and The Robb Report, EAT LOVE SAVOR™ features evergreen content highlighting historical
and nostalgic elements of some of the world’s most exquisite brands, services, designers, and products.

Luxury Brand Vision
If you can’t find what you are looking for… make it yourself! That was the case with EAT LOVE
SAVOR™. Our Founder had a vision; she was longing for a luxury lifestyle magazine that was
feminine, informative, intelligent, elegant, gentle and thoughtful content, and not bombarded with
ads, or replete with messages that were negative, or focused on the superficial magazine content or
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high commercialism and pressure to purchase or filled with irrelevant ads. Unable to find quite what she was
looking for so, being uniquely skilled to do so, she created it herself.

A Fresh and Independent Voice in the Luxury Industry
EAT LOVE SAVOR™ is an Independent magazine with a philosophy is deeply rooted in presenting
luxury in an accessible and educational manner. Our editorials delve behind the scenes to
discover the inspirations, stories, viewpoints, emotions, and techniques responsible for creating
powerful experiences beyond the aspects of possession. The key to the manner in which EAT LOVE
SAVOR™ presents luxury lies within its ability to convey affluence in a relatable manner, regardless
of a reader’s net worth. While some luxury magazines highlight the superficial aspects of luxury
consumption and possession, EAT LOVE SAVOR™ focuses on the human aspects of desire,
emotion, inquisitiveness, and improvement, imparting experiences in which readers are
empowered to decide how best to apply this insight to their way of living.

A Collaborative, Global Team
EAT LOVE SAVOR™ brings you intelligent editorial from select Contributing Editors & Luxury
Experts from around the world + our own in-house writers and contributors. EAT LOVE SAVOR™
features curated luxury brands, in Evergreen Content, from experts in such fields as Luxury Travel,
Champagne, Fine Wine, Fine Food, Fine Jewelry, Art, Culture, Style, Antiques, Haute Timepieces,
Yachts and more.

www.eatlovesavor.com

Social Media
Twitter
Instagram
Pinterest
LinkedIn
Vimeo
ELSTV

www.twitter.com/eatlovesavormag
www.instagram.com/instagram
www.pinterest.com/eatlovesavor
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eat-love-savor-magazine
https://vimeo.com/eatlovesavor
www.eatlovesavor.tv
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